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circumstances driving miracles
suitably knighted prolongation generate utility sharp works
chaste brick conceit shops
both tribute enjoyed cited borders
cry drones especially observe ﬁreworks
navigation circuit tree
indies brewed farmhouses travellers
submissive peculiarly pitied metals
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concoction margaret inspection lost knave
allay saddle dragged blessed
lay navigable assigned
scientiﬁc gladly workmanship
fashion pillow continued trusts
showing propound swell answer
seasons seems commits odour
necessary desiring estimation came
forces quicken
could chiefest strange dissolves considers gaming
sheaf arithmetic calamity
beard ﬂights censured
reject principals
street bodies sides appear displayed
strive punished ship
counterfeit crystal
ten infernal admiration chooseth attired summers
eliah enterprises
ale withdrawn
displaying divorced oriental inhabitants
contradicts shape cannons
judicatories cheat population alike
address rest beyond swelling
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needful serpent cleave preservation poison
keenness learned
ape imbibed
entered adventure burnings
north disposing forts taketh traveller
fasting
foremost languish again
unhealthiness purpose
wound stalk by spend
entering below despising
humbly walls guard stuff
offer foundation
ambassador distrust
seldom descriptions reported artiﬁces
missions milk fastened pilots
divers noblest fruit
ideals lighter
executor tasted
saved buckler interposing dearer indians
commendations especial nineteen
commonwealth bath manner
morning cards like settled traded thriftless refuse
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verdant served estate cessation
pillars seas leaf blunts meaneth hang plumes
inherit crassus ordained rock
pause signed grains
generals locks musty marvel suits
imagining mockers thatched spreading pills
round commendation
aspires dorture decency
consent successful depredators
intention divided contrary
arrive veteran grammar
continues at rubbish edition
thousand females age enamelled restrain throughout arches
hanged appointed embraced traitor
consulted lantern gunpowder duties
kiss switzers secrets hanging dobots
frightened kingdom pounds brackish testimony
spanish hearty ﬁttest noah coats mile deﬁle brother goods
conveniencies preservative amerigo
smiled daughter utterly undervalue fortunes
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request everlasting thirty delusions
red soft supply popes beget colourations
remained provokes conceal ambushes
be joyful course
gravel converted baubles
inspiration allied wait
cautiously hope yoked through whichsoever spirit professed manners
survey feared compilers conﬁrming tables traverse vanished sanctuary
distrustful inkling fathom
modern frequented tender against cited brook zapolets
reap persisting kneeled indigence
said effectually wherefore athenians repulse essays
meanest match inbred motion
shipping ascension charters ms loose ruder
obtaining axioms waggons politic
mariners taste rewards
fees lots adjacent vitiate excited ﬁtting years
intermission notable enclosures enhanced unfruitful soils
saluted york auguries wished hypothesis early
want spectacle world
how ours retire
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struck varied hesichius few diverse
immediately produced doubtful ordnance without estimated boat precedence
inequalities sharpness
messenger month knowledge
miles pointing monks dead
insolation meddling approaching judgments
hardly content emulation throws top lists
different withdraw conspiring aforehand
encumbrance description
approbation whether touching euripides tongues
invincible scholar expired humanity
relish uncertain causes besides work
pots eminent impartially succession
remembrance manifold
helmet going arise
liquorice advancing designedly
applications resembles presage
square tearing butchers
patterns contagious spilt minded refusal
accept apace creatures led assurance
strain heights proud
whiter probably prodigious yea
hoped cornish unto stockings
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taratan deformity whipped root slides
plush present removing righteousness
act mystery transparent
ones feast waxed aboard
warned phoenicians knavery
civility terrify machines ornament after whither cross escaped uncommon together
judging ﬁneness china
afﬁxed atlantis given testament
ask swords
christians ﬂexible berries wider revenue
herald singularity
oldest avoided claim
wheat utterly functions tears occasion
beautiful pirates piety idea
creation trouble eaten
forbore infected
asked governor records
excellently carpet richly higher essex
unknown answering aethiop
impious swimming literature pare herodotus
earring when aright stooping
reconciling decent discovery
veiled importunity relishes mortal bake
offers ceased reproaches
living empire presented earlier
strongly disagreeable
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understand equinoctial importance shoulders
approach liberties army
second tipped virtues that disgracefully simple balm
jewels alters continueth
report europe something hermits
shoes plainer litter crude
coronet oiled honored guests entoiled
unbound giving aboard
licence securing remember alone
chase digress smiths
confessed ﬁsh shirt cottages
slides qualities praise
articulate ﬂat readeth
municipality presage keep parlour consideration softly
people likewise move ofﬁces loophole
straits dwellings grew washing prophetic
intermarry gesture
grocyn shown resolves four lawful
gather simple concluded
prevented governs savours
proper furnishing cutting
beseeching jurisdictions
instruct ought storeys straight
dismounted inducements blown fragment
company behold basest quiet intentions
ambiguous almost achievements intolerable
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purest breed thereupon tongue sugar
continuance plainly while horsemen unravelling banker
thee jealousies plagues forbidden
reﬁned bless wanted extinguishes beloved gallery
contracted circumcised commandment
conscience dignity denominate six palm
causes typical conduce messiah hidden
stop state tale written book
plastering exacted extraordinary imposition
tossing furnace ﬁerceness high
ingredients white corruption familiar
change perspective invention jewel
disappointed easier wrote tigers
being meetings happily banish
factiously perjury cements so strainers south paid ﬁfty diminished eggs
special thanked aphorisms wherewith account produceth reason
mettle ﬁrst contracts descended offering
subject dying heavenly distance
disguise essential guide liketh boars
hymn arts appertaineth ruled instead ducats cleave earthen his throne
profession navy copies danger sleeping
happy eight copiously fruit oiled brought signs
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occupation pretend day jews affairs aftertimes
jests hence fears greatly debates demonstrations
scoundrel usurpation circumvented hewing radiant apostles
convey seventh assisted open viands
returned george rivers unskilfulness
bind maintenance preparations
meet beautiful speculation
row recovering colours dispatched example
weary head murderer haunting rings
devoted temse
playful spare christ acknowledge examines simples
certain founder crystals weightily helped wheels spread
farthing satisfying suggested understandings
sold treachery ﬁshes reputation
workmen bull magicians tells estate walked monopoly
fruitfullest partitions sparing tower
desolate bottomed operation rising dismissed represented hearing
philarch stead away repairs whip
vainglorious dainty mosaical burning death
abhorrent inferior reckon destroyed
bought wronging shore him carpets
election plentifully equality divorces cicero
ﬂight compel cambric pools
mocked sindons doth because liable light
easiness saltness sinewes pertinent merits
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conniving tennis begot cedar cold
abounded fallen choose abhorred barzenes
mighty ground riot
robber fear basins wilderness
trees erection spade ﬁrmament
affection admonition papers
speech regard tincted statesmen
yielded actuate prayer drugs
doubt buried hens
complied tradesman studying faithful souls
excepting wording disobeyed gifts
designed male commons
fellows truce discord superstitiously
hitherto resorted slowly healed
perished resistance
introduction shoots over salomon
wild theatre
principal sons honourable cloistered awhile fame
butcher grimaces inviolate chastity
procure servitude parting provocations
courteous commonly counterfeited registers
admonish parts prayers
fermentation wine bachelors reserving
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The 4,918 words of atlanTopia
were generated from the complete
and combined vocabulary of
“Utopia” by Thomas More (1616)
and “The New Atlantis” by Sir
Francis Bacon (1623). This
mashup is an unexperiment in
Utopian non-creativity lovingly
constructed during a 3 month
vacation from creativity May - July
2006.
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